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1 Introduction

• Supervised learning: examples + teacher
– Classification, Regression, Structured Output Learning

• Unsupervised learning: examples
– Density Estimation, Clustering, Outlier Detection,

Dimensionality Reduction . . .

• Semi-supervised learning: examples + part-time teacher
E.g. Set of labeled images, huge collection of unlabeled images.

=⇒ Classification + clustering ?
=⇒ Struct. Outp. Learning + Dimensionality reduction . . . ?



2 What is Supervised Learning?

Have data (xi, yi).

Two main families of methods:

• Generative models: estimate p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y)

• Discriminative models: estimate p(y|x) or p(y|x) > 0.5

- This talk will discuss discriminative methods only.

Some issues:

- Many algorithms don’t scale that well (see Leon Bottou’s talk, earlier).

- Luckily, for many problems labeled data is expensive to obtain.
So you don’t need to scale well!? (not always true)



3 What is Semi-Supervised Learning?

Typical case:
Labeled training data (xi, yi), unlabeled data x∗i . Measure success with a
labeled test set.

But there are other interpretations:

• Treat as clustering with must-link or must-not-link constraints.

– Can handle missing classes.

– Examples: speaker identification, protein families.

• Training labels have different levels of detail (fine-grainedness).

– Text: sentence from nature→ POS→ parse tree→ semantic
labels, . . .

– Speech: sentence→ word-segmented sentence→
syllable-segmented sentence, . . .



4 Why Semi-Supervised?

• Supervised data is expensive: labeling scenes, constructing parse
trees, finding protein 3D structure.

• Unlabeled data is cheap to collect: audio, vision, text (everything
humans perceive!). Also primary protein structure, network traffic . . .

• Another argument: true AI that mimics humans wouldn’t have a
strong teaching signal. E.g. in NLP linguists label sentences with
parse trees, but humans learn from significantly less detailed labels.

.. but how does unlabeled data help anyway ... ????



5 When Can it Work?

Four possibilities:

• i) Cluster assumption.

• ii) Manifold assumption.

• iii) Another possibility: Zipf’s law effect..?

• iv) Non-i.i.d. data, . . .

Unlabeled data gives knowledge of p(x) but we need p(y|x)
=⇒ will only help if some assumptions hold true.

NOTE: in supervised learning same applies.
We often assume p(y|x) and p(y|x′) are similar when x is close to x′.



i) Cluster Assumption

Cluster assumption: Examples in the same cluster have the same class.

Low density separation: Decision rule lies in region of low density.



ii) Manifold Assumption

Manifold assumption: Examples in the same manifold have the same
class.

Similar to cluster assumption, but inspires different algorithms . . .



iii) Zipf’s law effect. . . ?

Zipf’s law: In a corpus of natural language utterances, the frequency of
any word is roughly inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency
table.

Conjecture:
In language problems, we are always seeing new types of features (i.e.
new words) every time we look at new documents.
Surely this means we cannot rely on labeled (supervised) learning alone..?



iv) Non-iid data

A lot of machine learning datasets are i.i.d., but in real life it’s not
necessarily like that.

Conjecture:
If you see a test set that is drawn from a (slightly) different distribution
then semi-supervised learning might help.

Example: You might train a parser on the Wall Street Journal, but then
apply it to Moby Dick.



6 Why Large-Scale Semi-Sup. Learning?

Loads of unlabeled data, but...

[From Joachims, ’06]



7 Why Large-Scale Semi-Sup. Learning?

• Loads of unlabeled data

• Researchers have come up with slow algorithms that typically are
trained on simple problems with 50 labeled examples and 500
unlabeled examples.

• If you have 5000 labeled examples you might need 500000 unlabeled
examples to make improvements.

• For hard high dimensional problems (scene analysis, language
understanding) 5000 labeled examples can be equivalent to 50
labeled examples in a simple problem.



8 History of Semi-Supervised Learning

• Self-learning (’60s,’70s-. . . )

• Transduction (Vapnik et al., ’70s-. . . )

• Generative model approaches (EM) (’70s-. . . )

• Co-training (Blum & Mitchell ’98)

• Regularization based (e.g. TSVM) (’90s-. . . )

• Graph-based (Zhu et al.,’02) (’00s-. . . )

• Change of representation methods (’00s-. . . )



9 General Approach for Discriminative
Semi-Sup. Learning

Supervised Learning: minimize training error + regularizer, i.e.

L∑
i=1

`(f(xi, α), yi) + γΩ(α)

Semi-supervised Learning:

L∑
i=1

`(f(xi, α), yi) + γΩ(α) + λΛ(x∗, α)

Λ(x∗, α) encodes the cluster assumption, and might be point-wise, i.e.
Λ(x∗, α) =

∑U
i=1 `∗(f(x∗i ), α)



10 Some Current Algorithmic Approaches

1. Graph-based (e.g. Label Propagation)

2. Change of representation (e.g. Cluster Kernels)

3. Direct Regularization based (e.g. TSVM)

These are more or less special cases of the slide before.

NOTE: Reference book:
Semi-Supervised Learning. Chapelle, Schoelkopf and Zien.
MIT Press.

(Semi-supervised learning still in its infancy. This is just a collection of
contributed chapters. )



Method 1: Label-propagation



Method 1: Label-propagation
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Method 1: Label-propagation



Method 1: Label-propagation [Zhu et al., Quillian, . . . ]

Set yij(0) = 1 if point i has label j, yij(0) = 0 otherwise.

1. Some suitable normalization of an RBF kernel matrix.

2. For each unlabeled point (i > l) and each class j:
yij(t + 1) = α

∑l
k=1 Kkiykj(0) + (1− α)

∑l+u
k=l+1 Kkiykj(t)

iteratively until convergence.

3. Label point i by arg maxj yij(t).

Algorithm converges, can compute in closed form:
Y ∗

U = (I − αKUU )−1KULYL (but iterative faster.)

This is basically k-nn + semi-supervised regularizer
∑

i,j Kij ||yi − yj ||2.

PROS: simple
CONS: slow? +poor classifier when few unlabeled pts? (base=k-nn).



Method 2: Change of representation
1) Unsupervised rerepresentation. 2) Supervised Learning

Aim: use manifold or cluster-assumption encoding distance metrics . . .



Method 2: Change of Representation : using
SVMs
E.g., use SVMs: [Boser, Guyon, Vapnik ’92],[Cortes & Vapnik ’95]
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Nice properties: convex, theoretically motivated, nonlinear models..
Magic maths: Optimize in dual using dot products only (kernels)



Method 2: Change of Representation : cluster
kernels

New metric: relative distance is smaller if points are in the same cluster

• Random walk kernel -
Kij = exp(−d(xi, xj)/2σ2), P (xi− > xj) = KijP

p Kip
,

compute t steps random walk, P ← P t. [Szummer & Jaakkola]

Technically: need to symmetrize to turn into kernel.

• Cluster kernel - spectral clustering representation via the first k

eigenvectors [Chapelle et al.]

Training an SVM with these kernels has shown good performance

– but these methods require diagonalizing the matrix (slow)

– and it is difficult to choose parameters (σ, k, t).



Method 3: Direct Regularization
SVM: TSVM: [Vapnik ’95]

X 

O
 

X 

O
 

Transductive SVM: large margin on labeled and unlabeled examples.



Method 3: Direct Regularization - TSVM

- Non-convex minimization:
L∑

i=1

`(f(xi), yi) + γ||w||2 +
U∑

i=1

`∗(f(x∗i ))

TSVMLight[Joachims]: switch labels iteratively to minimize loss (1)
∇ TSVM[Chapelle & Zien]: gradient decent in primal on loss (2).
Implements nonlinearity with kernel PCA.

- Possible losses: (1) & (2) for `∗ for unlabeled data:
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Comparing the methods : small scale

Algorithm USPS (l = 32 ) 20 newsgroups (l = 16)

k-NN 9.3%±0.32 29.1%±0.68

SVM 7.4%±0.31 28.1%±1.39

Label propagation 1.79%±0.07 30.2%±1.35

SVM + cluster kernel 5.9%±0.24 11.0%±0.45

TSVM 5.62%±0.2 11.1%±0.48

In OCR with limited labeled data (32 points) and 4000 unlabeled pts,
semi-supervised learning improves the error rate (30 trials).

In document classification (mac vs windows articles) the problem may be
too high dimensional for label propagation. (2000 unlabeled pts, 7511
dimensions)



11 Speeding up these algorithms

We now describe some ways of speeding up these techniques.

• Label propagation

– sparsify graph (matrix K)

– approximate K (some examples expressed as linear combination
of others)

• Cluster kernels – use a fast clustering algorithm such as k-means!

• TSVM – use Multi-switch or Concave-Convex Procedure

– linear classifier =⇒ linear scaling

– nonlinear classifier =⇒ (L + U)2 scaling

We will describe the two underlined methods coloured red.



Speeding up Method 2: Fast Cluster kernels

Speed: use the fastest clustering algorithm you can.

K-means is faster than spectral clustering: O(rkUd), U unlabeled points
with dimensionality d for r iterations. Empirically, running time grows
sublinearly with k, n and d.

1. Run k-means N times.

2. Kbag(xi, xj) = number of times xi & xj in same cluster
number of runs

3. Take the product between the original and bagged kernel:

K(x, x′) = Korig(x, x′) ·Kbag(x, x′)

The original kernel is rescaled by the “probability” that two points are in
the same cluster.



Speeding up Method 2: Fast Cluster kernels

Tried in context of protein superfamily classification [Weston et al.,
2005]. Average over 54 target families:

ROC50 ROC

L=3000 U =3000

SVM 0.416 0.875

SVM + spectral clustering kernel 0.581 0.861

SVM + random walk kernel 0.691 0.915

SVM + k-means kernel (k = 100) 0.719 0.943

SVM + bagged k-means kernel (k = 400) 0.671 0.935

TSVM 0.637 0.874

U = 30000

SVM + k-means kernel (k = 100) 0.803 0.953

SVM + k-means kernel (k = 400) 0.775 0.955



12 Speeding up TSVMs: The Concave-Convex
Procedure (CCCP)

– Consider a cost function J(θ)

– Decompose into a convex part and a concave part

J(θ) = Jvex(θ) + Jcav(θ)

Iterative algorithm

θt+1 = argminθ

{
Jvex(θ) + J

′

cav(θt) · θ
}

(Le Thi, 94) (Yuille, 03)

– J(θt) is guaranteed to decrease at each iteration

– Converges to a local minima



13 The Algorithm [Collobert et al., 2006]

1. Initialize w and b with the SVM solution

2. Choose s, initialize β as in (1), set ξi = yi (i 6= 0) ξ0 = 1
L

∑L
j=1 yj

3. Minimize

G(α) =
1
2

∑
l,m

αl αm Φ(xl) · Φ(xm)−
∑

l

ξl αl

with
∑

l

αl = 0 and − βl ≤ yl αl ≤ C − βl

4. Update w and b

5. Update β

βl ←

 C if yl f(xl) < s and i ≥ L + 1

0 otherwise
(1)

6. Go back to step 2 until convergence



14 Small Scale Results

data set classes dims points labeled

g50c 2 50 500 50

Coil20 20 1024 1440 40

Text 2 7511 1946 50

Uspst 10 256 2007 50

Coil20 g50c Text Uspst

SVM 24.64 8.32 18.86 23.18

SVMLight-TSVM 26.26 6.87 7.44 26.46

∇TSVM 17.56 5.80 5.71 17.61

CCCP-TSVM 17.28 4.88 5.71 18.08



15 Speed Comparison with SVMLight
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16 Converges in 5-10 ”SVM” iterations
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17 Large Dataset: Reuters

Method Train sz Unlabeled sz Test Err

SVM 100 0 16.61%

TSVM 100 500 11.99%

TSVM 100 1000 11.67%

TSVM 100 5000 10.65%

TSVM 100 10000 10.64%

SVM 1000 0 11.04%

TSVM 1000 500 11.09%

TSVM 1000 1000 11.06%

TSVM 1000 5000 10.81%

TSVM 1000 10000 10.72%



18 Large Dataset: MNIST

Method Train Unlabeled Test

size size Error

SVM 100 0 23.44%

TSVM 100 2000 16.81%

SVM 1000 0 7.77%

TSVM 1000 2000 7.13%

TSVM 1000 5000 6.28%

TSVM 1000 10000 5.65%

TSVM 1000 20000 5.43%

TSVM 1000 40000 5.31%



19 Training Time on Reuters & MNIST
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20 Future scaling: online learning

• Use an online learning algorithm instead (see talk by Leon Bottou).

• Use a model where f(x) very fast to compute.

Solution: Neural Networks + semi-supervised regularizer



21 Summary

Semi-supervised learning

• Why? labels expensive or incomplete, unlabeled data cheap

• When? p(x) is useful, e.g. cluster assumption (not always true)

• How? Semi-supervised regularizer, implemented in many ways.

Large-Scale Semi-supervised learning

• Why? lots of unlabeled data, each example has little impact

• How?

– 1. Two-stage approach: fast unsupervised + supervised learning

– 2. Direct regularization: need fast supervised learning + fast to
compute semi-supervised learning regularizer. Non-convex
optimization techniques often apply.


